
Another rerun that might be of use with the discussion of head 
hunting below.  Seems like our dead ball officiating is even more 
important this time of year since teams that are out of the playoff hunt 
can often have a season's worth of frustrations ready to boil over.   
 
Also, Ray Lutz, who authors the Forward Progress newsletter, is 
progressing very well with his recovery from some pretty serious lung 
ailments.  Sounds like he will be back up and running for next 
season. 
 
Good luck to everyone tonight and next week to finish out the regular 
season. 
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PLAY OF THE DAY 
 
6.5.7 SITUATION B:  
 
During a scrimmage kick, R1 signals for a fair catch by:  
 
(a) extending and holding one arm above his head; or 
 
 (b) partially extending and waving one hand in front of his face; or  
 
(c) fully extending and laterally waving both hands above his head; or  
 
(d) extending and laterally waving one arm at full length above his 
head. 
 
 RULING:  
 
The signals in (a), (b) and (c) are invalid.  
 



In (d), the signal is valid. Giving an invalid signal is a foul for which 
the penalty is enforced under the post-scrimmage kick provision.  
 

COMMENT: 
 
 When a receiver shades his eyes during a legal kick, he must do so 
in a manner which is clearly not an invalid fair-catch signal. The 
responsibility of shading the eyes with a bent arm and not waving it is 
completely and entirely upon the receiver. (2-9-3; 2-41-6; 6-5-1, 6) 
 
 
FOCUS ON MECHANICS 
 
We have talked a great deal about dead ball officiating.  Most late hits 
are within two seconds of the time the ball becomes dead and within 
ten yards of where the ball becomes dead.  And, it is often the 
offense.  Two and Ten has become like a mantra for me when it 
comes to dead ball officiating. 
 
But, for some reason this season our crew has seen a lot of "head 
hunting" by the defense. Most of this Head hunting has been on long 
scoring plays.  The defender apparently thinks that they can't get the 
ball carrier in time to keep him from scoring, so they "light up" a 
relaxed and defenseless offensive player 30-yards away from the 
play. This is a cler case of unnecessary roughness and in my view 
must be penalized. 
 
So, I am suggesting that this week when the offense breaks a long 
run and if you are not responsible for the runner or goal line, do an 
extra special job of cleaning up well behind the play and see if you 
can head hunt some head hunters. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 


